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Abstract

In literature, different researchers consistently argue different color
models to be the best choice for skin detection. However, to the best our
knowledge, no significant work has been reported in the literature that
attempted to utilize more than one color model for skin detection and
evaluate the performance for identifying adult image contents. In this
paper, we propose a rapid statistical framework for skin detection with
an application of adult image identification, based on Multicolor Skin
Modeling (MSM). From a high level, the proposed approach proceeds in
two consecutive steps (levels). At the first step, the underlying goal is
to identify and isolate skin regions of interest (ROI) in each image. At
the second step, the suspected skin regions are fed into a specialized sta-
tistical analyzer which first extracts some statistical features form these
regions. Then, an SVM classifier is used on the extracted features to
verify the presence/absence of an adult content in images. Quantitative
evaluation shows that our method compares favorably with the state-
of-the-art methods in terms of detection rate and false alarm, while
reducing the computational costs by at least a factor of six compared
with Forsyth’s method.
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1 Introduction

Over the course of the past two decades protecting children from harmful

materials on the Internet such as adult contents has received a great deal of

attention and is still a matter of great concern for many researchers in the field

of computer vision and pattern recognition. The pioneering work on identify-

ing nude pictures is that of Forsyth et al. [1]. In this approach, the images

containing large areas of skin are first identified. Then by using a specially

defined human structure, the images containing human figures are recognized

as nude images. In their approach, only the images that are at least covered in

one third by the skin area are fed to a geometric analyzer. While the images

used in [1] are 128 × 192, it takes about six minutes for the method to pro-

cess a single image. Though, the final recall of the method is less than 50%.

Thereafter, additional contributions were made in this field [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

Generally speaking, skin detection plays an important role in various applica-

tions related to computer vision and pattern recognition such as searching and

filtering image content on the web, face detection and tracking. Much work

has been done in this regard. References [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] discuss detection of

human skin and the effect of different cameras, light-setting, human race and

color spaces on the recognition process. Furthermore, references [1, 13] use

texture information as a component in the skin detection. As a third compo-

nent in object recognition, many researchers have looked at the shape of the

object as a last stage in the information gathering process [14, 15, 16]. Ar-

entz and Olstad [17] have proposed a method for helping to identify adult web

sites by using image-contents as a mean to detect erotic material. The average

detection error rates for offensive sites were 14.1%, as compared to 9.8% for

non-offensive as indicated in their paper. In [18] Veltkamp and Hagedoorn have

written a survey of different state-of-the-art shape matching methods. With

a set of features describing the image, such as color and shape for segmented

objects, it is possible to build fully system for adult image detection.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the
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proposed method is described in detail. Experimental setup and results are

given in Section 3. Finally, conclusions are drawn in the last section with some

discussion on future work.

2 Suggested Methodology

Indeed, it is intuitively plausible that it would be very difficult to find

a precise definition of ”skin” based on attributes of color alone, which can

correctly identify skin pixels and non-skin pixels in all cases since there are

too many outside factors such as lighting conditions that might change the

apparent color of skin, and of course, different people have different colore

skin. In addition, objects in the background may have the same color as a

person’s skin and there is no clear way of telling the difference using these

methods.

In order to deal with or tackle such problems, it seems reasonable to take

an approach that uses a set of color model to get a new skin detection algo-

rithm that gives higher accuracy. It was stated that using a set of color spaces

is a good idea to precisely extract a more defined skin region. In the imple-

mentation of the proposed MSM, there are some main steps viz. 1) apply skin

filter to identify the skin regions and apply threshold if necessarily, 2) apply

median filter to get rid of impulsive salt-pepper noise and 3) the skin-colored

regions of areas smaller than predefined threshold, are deleted. These regions

are too small to be counted as human skin. An overview of the MSM is shown

in Figure 1.

2.1 Multicolor skin modeling

As stated earlier, a robust skin detector is the primary need of many fields

of computer vision, including face detection, gesture recognition, and adult

content filtering. In the following subsections, a statistical multi-color model

for skin detection that makes use of RGB, Normalized RGB, Y CrCb and

HSI color spaces is described.
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Figure 1: An overview of multi-color skin modeling

2.1.1 Skin filter in RGB space

Indeed, one of the simplest methods for detecting skin pixels is to use an

explicitly defined skin region. The simplicity of these methods has attracted

(and still does) many researchers [19, 20]. Normally, in these methods, the

pixels for skin region can be detected by defining explicitly (through a number

of rules) the boundaries skin cluster in RGB color space which provides a fast

means of skin detection. For example:

if r > rm, g > gm, b > bm, r − b > α, r − g > β

then skin(r, g, b) = 1 (1)

else skin(r, g, b) = 0

where rm, gm, bm, α and β are constants that are estimated from the training

data. The obvious advantage of this algorithm is the simplicity of skin detec-

tion rule which leads to the establishment of a very rapid classifier. The main

difficulty to achieve high recognition rates with this approach is the need to

find precise decision rules empirically.
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2.1.2 Skin filter using RGB channels ratio

It was observed that pixels belonging to skin region regularly contain a

significant level of red. Using this observation certain values of the two ratios:

g = G/R and b = B/R can be used as skin presence indicator [21]. For-

mally speaking, let the thresholds be chosen as (g1, g2), (b1, b2) then a pixel is

classified to have skin tone if g ∈ (g1, g2) and b ∈ (b1, b2).

2.1.3 Skin filter in normalized RGB space

The skin detection algorithm used here is based on normalized RGB, or

chromaticity space. The chromaticities are defined as

r =
R

R + G + B

g =
G

R + G + B
(2)

The reason for using this color space is due to evidences that the human skin

color is more compactly represented in it than it is in other color spaces, such

as RGB, HSI, SCT and Y QQ[22]. Here, we use the chromaticities r and g

to describe the color. Skin color distribution can be modeled by an elliptical

Gaussian joint probability density function (pdf), defined as:

pskin(x) =
1

2π|Σs| 12
e−

1
2
(x−µs)T Σ−1

s (x−µs) (3)

Here, x is a color vector and µs and Σs are the distribution parameters (mean

vector and covariance matrix respectively). The model parameters are esti-

mated from the training data using the following formulas,

µs =
1

n

n∑

k=1

xk (4)

Σs =
1

n

n∑

k=1

(xk − µs)
T (xk − µs) (5)

where n is the total number of samples and xk is the vector representing the k

sample. The probability can be used directly as the measure of how ”skin-like”

the color is [23]. Gaussian skin modeling has been also employed in [24, 22, 25].
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2.1.4 Skin filter in Y CrCb space

In this color space, the two chroma components Cr, and Cb can be ef-

ficiency used to define explicitly skin region. The thresholds be chosen as

(Crmax, Crmin) and (Cbmax, Cbmin) , a pixel is classified as skin pixel if the

values (Cr,Cb) fall within the thresholds.

2.1.5 Skin filter in HSI space

Skin filter in HSI space The value of Hue and saturation (H, S) are ade-

quate to segment the skin region from non-skin region. To detect skin region,

the values of H, and S should be explicitly determined through defining their

intervals as shown below:

if H ∈ (Hmin, Hmax) ∧ S ∈ (Smin, Smax)

then skin(r, g, b) = 1 (6)

else skin(r, g, b) = 0

where Hmin, Hmax, Smin, and Smax are experimentally determined using the

training data.

2.2 Adult image content detection

One interesting application of skin detection is as part of a larger system for

detecting adult content in photos. An adult content recognizer that works reli-

ably to recognize adult image contents could be a valuable tool for image search

services in digital libraries [26], as well as for image categorization. The main

goal of the proposed adult content recognition system is to determine whether

or not an input image contains an adult content by feeding the output of the

skin detector to an SVM classifier, which attempts to classify image contents

based on simple few statistical feature extracted from the image contents.

The main steps involved in the proposed system for adult image recognition

can be summarized as,

1. Step-1 (Skin Detection): The first main step in building a system for

adult images identification is the skin-colored regions segmentation. This

stage can be accomplished by the proposed MSM described previously

at the beginning of this section.
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2. Step-2 (Analysis): In this stage, the skin colored regions are fed to a

specialized statistical analyzer which first extracts few features from the

skin regions. Then, an SVM classifier is used in order to decide whether

or not any image regions contains an adult content. Figure 2 shows a

simple flowchart of these two steps of the adult content detection.

Figure 2: A simple flowchart diagram showing the main steps of the approach

By taking advantage of the fact that adult images are often sized to frame

a standing or reclining figure, some features can be computed from the output

image of the skin detector. These features play an important role in increasing

overall recognition rate of the proposed system, which include: 1) edge of

connected components of skin, 2) height and width of the largest region of

skin, 3) percentage of pixels detected as skin, and 4) number of connected

components of skin These features can all be computed in a single pass, before

feeding the image into the geometric analyzer that allows the adult content

detection system to be extremely fast compared with the Forysth’s system

counterpart [20].
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Features extraction

The main objective of the feature extraction is to capture the most rel-

evant and discriminant characteristics from the image contents to be recog-

nized. This relevant information allows for discrimination between the two

image content classes (i.e., adult, non-adult). It is worthwhile to mention here

that for recognition systems based the features extracted from skin regions, it

was experimentally found that portrait images present a big challenge for such

systems, as these images show abundance of skin color as adult images. There-

fore, for the purpose of differentiating between adult images and portrait ones,

significant skin regions are firstly approximated by ellipses. Then, statistical

features that describe image objects are extracted based on the best-fit ellip-

soids. These features includes: percentage of skin in the entire image, total

number of skin regions, relative height and width of the largest skin region,

skin percentage in the largest skin region, etc. Finally, feature vectors are

normalized to zero mean and unit standard deviation before feeding into the

SVM classifier for final decision.

SVM classification

In this section, we formulate the adult content recognition task as a binary

class learning problem, where there are two categories of image contents (i.e.,

adult and non-adult), and the goal is to classify a new image to one and only

one of these two classes. There are various supervised learning algorithms by

which an adult content recognizer can be trained. Support Vector Machines

(SVMs) are used in our framework due to their outstanding generalization

capability and reputation of a highly accurate paradigm. SVMs [27] are based

on the Structure Risk Minimization principle from computational theory, and

are a solution to data overfitting in neural networks.

Originally, SVMs were designed to handle dichotomic classes in a higher

dimensional space where a maximal separating hyperplane is created. On each

side of this hyperplane, two parallel hyperplanes are conducted. Then SVM at-

tempts to find the separating hyperplane that maximizes the distance between

the two parallel hyperplanes (see Figure 3). Intuitively, a good separation is

achieved by the hyperplane having the largest distance. Hence the larger the

margin the lower the generalization error of the classifier. More formally, let
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Figure 3: Generalized optimal separating hyperplane

D = {(xi, yi) |xi ∈ Rd, yi ∈ {−1, +1}} be a training dataset, Coretes and Vap-

nik [27] show that this problem are best addressed by allowing some examples

to violate the margin constraints . These potential violations are formulated

using some positive slack variables ξi and a penalty parameter C ≥ 0 that

penalize the margin violations. Thus the optimal separating hyperplane is

determined by solving the following QP problem:

min
�,β0

1

2
‖β‖2 + C

∑
i

ξi (7)

subject to (yi(〈xi,β〉+ β0) ≥ 1− ξi ∀i) ∧ (ξi ≥ 0 ∀i).
Geometrically, β ∈ Rd is a vector going through the center and perpendicular

to the separating hyperplane. The offset parameter β0 is added to allow the

margin to increase, and to not force the hyperplane to pass through the origin

that restricts the solution. For computational purposes it is more convenient

to solve SVM in its dual formulation. This can be accomplished by forming the

Lagrangian and then optimizing over the Lagrange multiplier α. The resulting

decision function has weight vector β =
∑

i αixiyi, 0 ≤ αi ≤ C. The instances

xi with αi > 0 are called support vectors, as they uniquely define the maximum

margin hyperplane. In the current approach, two classes of image contents are

created. An SVM classifier is trained using the features extracted from images

in the training dataset. All feature vectors are then fed into the SVM classifier

for the final decision.
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3 Experimental Results

Due to the lack of any standard image databases for testing and comparison

of adult content detection systems, the proposed system has been tested using

our own images database. This database consists of 562 test adult images and

1580 assorted control control images, containing some images of people but

none of adult images. All images were taken of type RGB format 8 bits /

pixels in each color channel. The test images were collected from the internet.

They show a very wide range of postures. Some depict several people including

naked or scantily-dressed. Some depict only small parts of the bodies of one

or more people. Most people in the images are Caucasian; a small number

are Blacks or Asians. To evaluate the results of the proposed adult content

detector two different metrics are used. TP (true positive) is the number of

adult images identified correctly divided by the number of all test images. FP

(false positive) is the number of non-adult images identified as adult images

divided by the number of all control images. Receiver operating characteristics

(ROC) curve that shows the relationship between correct detections and false

detections of the proposed adult content detector as a function of the detection

threshold is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: ROC curve of the proposed adult content detector

Figure 5 shows the capability of the proposed system to detect a sample of

clothed images in the test set. These images correctly classified as containing

adult content. Mistakes by the proposed pornography detector may occur for
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Table 1: Comparison with other state-of-the-art systems

Method TP FP

Proposed

Method

89.3% 7.4%

Arentz-Olstad

[17]

85.9% 9.8%

Jones-Rehg [28] 86.7% 9%

Forsyth-Fleck

[1]

43% 4.2%

several reasons. In some images, adult contents are too small to be detected. In

others, most or all of the skin area is desaturated, so it fails the skin detector.

Some control images pass the skin detector because they contain people,

particularly several close-up portrait shots. Other control images contain ma-

terial whose color closely resembles that of human skin; particularly wood,

sand, and skin or fur of certain animals.

The proposed recognition system can be variously configured. In one con-

figuration of the system, it can successfully identify 89.3% of the test images

(true detection), but only 7.4% of the control images (false alarm). Table 1

provides a quantitative comparison between our system and those of other

investigators in the literature. As can be clearly seen from the table, our

method yields encouraging results and is relatively superior compared to the

other methods. Such results have the potential to compare favorably with

those reported in the existing literature in terms of detection rate and false

alarm rate. Furthermore, our system is relatively fast; first-stage,i.e. skin de-

tection, takes a trivial amount of time while the geometric analyzer processes

pictures at a rate of less than a minute per picture (approx. 40 sec). On the

other hand the method developed by Forsyth and Fleck [20] takes about 6

minutes on a workstation for the figure grouper to process a suspect image

passed by the skin filter.
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Figure 5: Performance obtained by the proposed adult content detector: (i)

source images; (ii) result of skin filter; (iii) result of adult-image recognizor.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have introduced a statistical method to detect and iden-

tify adult contents in color images using a combination of a simple visual color

cue and geometric human figure characteristics. The proposed system can be

flexibly configured to meet the users needs. The results obtained showed that

our method performs comparably well as or better than the existing methods

in terms of detection rate and false alarm rate, while it is simple and relatively

rapid. The future work will be along two major axes. The first will be the

further improvement of the method by using more elaborated feature sets; for

example, by adding texture features, while the second will be to examine the

robustness of the method by performing more experiments on real-word video

data.
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